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THINGS TO DO

while social distancing

Read a New Book

Clean/Organize Your Room

Watch Movies on Netflix

Go for a Walk Outside

Write, Paint, or Draw

Exercise

Did you know?

You can watch YouTube with your

friends! Go on zoom and turn on screen

sharing with audio to watch funny videos

with friends.





Free of hate and hurt and hardship is the land

Which to a faithful people has been sworn.

And should we choose to sweat and strive within this world of clay and sand

Into a new world far from here shall we be born.

Not without opposition winds the path to our salvation

Alas! The Devil plucks and prods and pries at every turn.

He seeks to lead us swift and sure into damnation

That our eternity will never shine, but burn.

Can man prevail against such unrelenting force and pow'r?

It seems the buffets and the blows will never cease.

Year after year, day after day, hour after hour,

The efforts of our foes to claim our souls increase.

Fear not, O valiant soul, who I have formed and always love,

With prayer and hope reward will come not from below, but from above.

Did you know...
 

- Iceland is the only country in the world with no

mosquitoes

 

- Scotland has 421 words for ‘snow’
 

- Armadillo shells are bulletproof

 

- Octopuses lay 56,000 eggs at a time

 

- Cats have fewer toes on their back paws than on their

front ones

 

- Kleenex tissues were originally invented to be cold cream

remover

 

- The tiny blue pockets in jeans were designed to hold

pocket watches

Before me stands a statue of the Virgin Mary.

This poor Jewish girl’s skin is lily white.

Her robes ornate, she stabs the snake and carries

Porcelain perfect Jesus as though he’s light.

They are perfect, no blemish anywhere.

Mary stands upon her pedestal,

She stands immaculate and stares

Out upon the congregation, whole.

But to my left, a crumpled woman sits,

Her body ravaged by genetic disease.

She talks of early anger and her fits

Of rage, of wanting life to be different, please!

But now she loves her broken gift from God,

For God broke his body too, his spoken Word.

Fun
Facts

Adam Milus and Matthew Lewis

Fun Fact Department

TIMSHEL
By Evan Swope, Class of 2020

Christina Chase
By Dr. Mosley, Dean of Humanities

Trapped inside our homes we wait in fear,

Wondering what new plague will come,

What fresh hell will come into our homes.

And from a distance we wave and weep our tears.

We cannot find our star by which to stear.

We drift in isolation all alone,

Alone on a sea of quarantine, a tomb

A cell, where we cannot see, cannot hear.

And yet in this, our social distancing

We have a chance to grow together as one,

As one with Christ and one as family.

Our inward journey must also outwardly sing

Like monks we must enchant a single tone,

And sing to God our cosmic melody.

QUARANTINE
By Dr. Mosley, Dean of Humanities



        How did protists, ocean acidification, and respiratory alkalosis save quarantine, you ask?

Great question and here’s the answer: these are the major topics of the three science classes I

am currently teaching. We all may be experiencing a condition called: Blursday: where one day is

almost exactly like the other; where the only exciting news for the day might be that the wrong

package was delivered to your house, or the storm knocked the wind chime off the porch. But

for me, I get to explore three different disciplines of science every day: Life Science, Marine

Biology, and Anatomy and Physiology!

         Putting together individual Google Slide presentations and finding short videos or beautiful

photos to go along with the subject matter, takes me away to a world that is free of Covid-19.

The underwater world is called the Last Frontier since there is still so much to explore. One of

things we are studying right now in marine biology has to do with coral reefs and ocean

acidification. (See Heidi and Elena in grade 12 for more on this topic.) Anyone can lose

themselves in video clips of the coral reefs. Now let’s add the endless exploration of the human

body and its miraculous features to make the day even more fun!. In God’s perfect plan, the

slightest change in your blood composition can cause havoc or bring healing. And speaking of

fascinating, grade 7 is studying about the world of protists. Check out some YouTube videos on

glow-in-the-dark dinoflagellates or even better, have a chat with Arianna and Allie in grade 11!

       But what is really helping me get through quarantine is seeing my science classes on Zoom

and seeing how you are working to make the most of this situation. You are all respectful and

engaged during classes. You pass in your work on time and it’s well done. This is a different way

of learning science, but you are all taking it seriously and doing your best. Congratulations! You

deserve to be praised! And when we get back, I propose an ice cream party for a job well done! I

will leave you this encouraging quote from one of the most famous fish from Finding Nemo: Miss

Dory: “ Just Keep Swimming!” We’ve got this! Keep praying-keep persevering!

Mrs. Niemaszyk
With love and prayers, 

How Protists, Ocean Acidification, and Respiratory Alkalosis 

SAVED QUARANTINE!



SLAYING YOUR DRAGONS
“The dragon sits by the side of the road, watching those who pass. Beware lest he
devour you. We go to the Father of Souls, but it is necessary to pass by the dragon."

-St. Cyril of Jerusalem

     So, too, I suggest, our present plague, this COVID-19 pandemic, has been accompanied by not
one, but many dragons, lying in wait to devour us. Yet these dragons are more subtle and wily than
St. George’s dragon, for they are of a different nature: they are hidden, unseen, and largely within us.
        I speak of the dragon of laziness, the dragon of fear, the dragon of distraction, the dragon of
self-pity, the dragon of discouragement.
        We’ve all fought valiantly against these dragons over the past several weeks, as we endure this
time of “self-isolation,” “social distancing,” and “remote learning.” Horrid terms, and so antithetical
to the spirit of fellowship and shared educational pursuit that infuses Holy Family Academy!! We’re
all doing our best, but we need to be honest with ourselves about the struggles we must daily
undertake with these plague-carrying dragons that seek to overwhelm us with fear, loneliness,
isolation, and discouragement. 
       How do we do battle against these dragons? I am reminded of a humble figure who, like our
valiant saint, also was called to confront his dragon. This dragon describes himself in terms
calculated to instill fear and trembling:  “My armour is like tenfold shields, my teeth are swords, my
claws spears, the shock of my tail is a thunderbolt, my wings a hurricane, and my breath death!” He
tells us he is an ancient dragon, whose strength has grown with time:  “I kill where I wish and none
dare resist. I laid low the warriors of old and their like is not in the world today. Then I was but
young and tender. Now I am old and strong, strong, strong.”

  April 23 is the Feast of St. George, martyr for the Faith and Patron
Saint of England and Palestine.   You’re probably familiar with the
legendary story in which St. George saves the maiden from the
dragon; it is the most popular iconographic image of this valiant
saint, martyred during the reign of the Roman Emperor Diocletian. 
Jacobus de Voragine, a thirteenth-century Dominican who wrote a
lively book of saints called The Golden Legend, tells us—in, I think, a
remarkable affinity with our own situation—that the dragon was a
“plague-bearing dragon,” who would “poison everyone who came
within reach of his breath.” “St. George and the Dragon” (15th Century) by Girard Master



SLAYING YOUR DRAGONS
      When Bilbo Baggins finally comes upon Smaug (for he is the dragon, and Tolkien’s The Hobbit
the scene of this great encounter), he is momentarily paralyzed with fear. Tolkien describes the
sound of the dragon as “a sort of bubbling like the noise of a large pot galloping on the fire, mixed
with a rumble as of a gigantic tom-cat purring.” This noise grows “to the unmistakable gurgling
noise of some vast animal snoring in its sleep down there in the red glow in front of him. It was at
this point,” Tolkien tells us, “that Bilbo stopped.”
      Bilbo stops. But Bilbo finds the resources within himself to confront the dragon. “Going on from
there,” the narrator tells us, “was the hardest thing he ever did.”
     In the coming days and weeks, many of you—especially you Seniors, who have had to forego so
much in the midst of so much uncertainty—will feel that overcoming your dragons is the hardest
thing you have ever have done. I suspect you may well be right. But as Tolkien reminds us, “even
dragons have their ending.” Rest assured, this too shall pass.  
        In the meantime, you are all called to “pass by the dragon,” rather than attempt to ignore or
avoid him. It would be more straightforward, satisfying—and, arguably, much easier—if the dragons
we were called to battle were real, external, flesh-and-blood monsters with fiery breath and hideous
green scales. But in this moment, the dragons that assail us are complex, hidden and internal. Yet we
can’t ignore or bypass this great “adventure” God is calling us to, the sufferings He is asking us to
endure. 

Continued

O St. George,  Faithful servant of God and invincible martyr, favored by God with the gift of faith, and
inflamed with an ardent love of Christ, thou didst fight valiantly against the dragon of pride, falsehood, and
deceit. Neither pain nor torture, sword nor death could part thee from the love of Christ. We fervently implore
thee for the sake of this love to help us by thy intercession to overcome the temptations that surround us, and to
bear bravely the trials that oppress us, so that we may patiently carry the cross which is placed upon us; and let
neither distress nor difficulties separate us from the love of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

     And remember, we do not confront these
dragons alone. We are all supporting one another
with prayer and sacrifice. Our patrons, The Holy
Family of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, are there to assist
and accompany us in our battle. So, too, is the
glorious martyr Saint George.   If we wish to go to
the Father of Souls, we must confront the dragon.

Article by Mrs. Fahey

“St. George and the Dragon” (1516) by Vittore Carpaccio



“Consecrate a fast; proclaim a solemn assembly! Gather the elders
and all the residents of the land to the house of the LORD your God,
and cry out to the LORD. Alas for the day! For the Day of the LORD is

near, and it will come like destruction from the Almighty…”

Joel 1:14

      We live in very confusing times. There are scandals in the Church, in our governments, and even in our own communities.

Tension, anger, resentment, fear, and anxiety grip society at every level. A globe brimming with almost supernatural

technological abilities, infrastructure, and communication has been brought to a screeching halt due to one microscopic

organism. As students of history, and as your history teacher, this should come as no surprise to us. In the words of Mr. Gillis,

"every generation needs to be reminded that they are not God."            

       When looking at the above posted verse from the Bible, you might be tempted to say: Declare a fast!? We just finished

lent! We have done our duty and sacrificed enough. This is not the case, however. As Catholics, sacrifice is what defines

reality. Our liturgy is known as the “Holy Sacrifice of the Mass.” It is a propitiatory sacrifice to God for the sins on our behalf,

we offer up to Him the passion and death of His innocent Son to atone for the sins of mankind. Every morning at school, we

say the following “O Jesus…I offer you my prayers, works, joys and sufferings of this day in union with the Holy Sacrifice of the

Mass throughout the world.” Every day we should offer both the good and the bad up to our Lord in union with the masses

throughout the world, especially now that we are cut off from the Mass.            

         But this brings me to my suggestion. Since we are not cut off from the Holy Sacrifice, we should go out of our way to

include prayer, fasting, and almsgiving into our weekly routines. It does not have to be anything major; even just saying half

of a Rosary a day or giving up dessert every other night can make a huge difference. There is a story about the Little Flower,

St. Therese of Lisieux which has always struck me, but I have no proof it is a true story. She would pray not by asking God for

specific intentions, but by merely placing radical trust in the Lord. She would start her prayer sessions by stating (not an

exact quote) “I ask you God to shed your grace where it is most needed in the Church, in the world, in the lives of my loved

ones, and my own life.”  She prayed this way every day, and one day a Cardinal came and visited her cloister. He was

permitted to meet the sisters of the convent, and when he saw Saint Therese, he got excited and exclaimed: “You! You are

the one who has been praying for me!”           

       The Saint was very confused, but the Cardinal continued to explain that in a dream she was shown to him and a voice

declared “She is the reason you have become a Cardinal.” Without even realizing it, the Little Flower had assisted a man to

one of the highest positions of our Church, merely by doing a simple daily devotion that no one knew about except for her and

God. Imagine the graces you can bring into this world by starting personal prayer devotions? We must do everything we can

to offer sacrifices up to God for the Church, the world, our loved ones, and our own lives. We are placed in a situation where

we are very unhappy and not in control of our lives; we have a choice to make. We can either suffer pointlessly and miserably,

or we can offer up these inconveniences and disappointments to the Father and find purpose in our misfortunes.         

Love, Mr. Dobbs

Dear Students,



 

I am a student at Ave Maria University studying psychology and

philosophy while working as a caregiver. I also enjoy interior design

so this summer I will be working at a wedding venue in South Bend,

Indiana where I will learn about the art of interior design and the

skills required to own a business. I am currently pursuing a career in

interior design. However, I may try to continue my education in

graduate school for child and family psychology.

 

Favorite part of your HFA education? 

Holy Family Academy has taught me to speak up and defend my values and faith. The use of the Socratic

method at Holy Family, encouraged me to share my opinions and grow to love sharing them, especially in

Philosophy and Apologetics. Being challenged by teachers and surrounded by students that sought after

their faith helped me to be stronger in my own faith and values.

Best memory at HFA? 

One of my favorite memories at HFA was around the time of my graduation. I remember being surprised

that so many parents approached me and told me that they would pray for me and help me if I ever needed

anything; I was happy to know that they really cared for me and supported me. The teachers, friends and

families in this community are rare and special, you will realize this when you someday leave Holy Family.

What advice would you give to a current HFA student?

 What advice would I give to a current HFA student? As in everything, try to make the most out of your

time here, learn from this tiny community and the massive love and support it has for you. Also, don't

worry about having it all figured out when you graduate. Never stop learning new things and trying

different options. There is plenty of time to find what's best suited for you.  Remember to actively seek

out what God's will is rather than waiting for it to be revealed to you. Strive towards something now,

and He will show His plan through your work if you are willing to hear Him.

Alumni Spotlight
Cathleen Donohue - Class of 2018

What are you currently studying and your plans for the future beyond college?



O Lord, kindly bless me with good health and a sound mind, so I may continue praising you.

Dear God, I ask of your mercy, please shine your grace on me and make me healthy

spiritually, physically, and emotionally.

Please grant me good health, Lord God, so that I may serve others and glorify your name.

I may not be feeling well but I know I’ll get better with your grace and mercy.

Surround me with your love, so all aspects of my health would be on the right track.

O Creator, I don’t feel comfortable and I feel sick, but with your healing touch, I know I’ll

recover fast and be just fine.

Bless me, O Lord with good health, and heal all the troubles of my mind, spirit, and body.

Amen.

 A man is looking at a photograph of someone. His friend asks who it is. The man replies,

“Brothers and sisters, I have none. But that man’s father is my father’s son.” Who was in

the photograph?

 What five-letter word becomes shorter when you add two letters to it?

 One exit leads to a pit of venomous snakes. Another exit leads to a lethal inferno. The third

and final exit leads to a pool of great white sharks that haven't eaten for six months. Which

door should you choose?

 What can be found once in a minute, twice in a moment, and never in a thousand years?

 What are the next three letters in the sequence: WATNTL?

 You're driving a bus. The bus starts out empty…At the first stop, two people get on. At the

second stop, eight people get on and one person gets off. At the third stop, three people

get on and five people get off. The bus is yellow, but what color is the bus driver's hair?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Prayer for Good Health

B R A I N T E A S E R S







Mission
Compete!





2. This senior attended school in Germany.

3. This senior is the president of the Chapel Guard

4. This senior plans to major in Nursing Clinical Psychology.

6. This senior loves technology and helping people.

7. This senior plans to major in Criminal Justice.

8. This senior loves to paint.

9, This senior plans to continue their studies at Franciscan University

of Steubenville.

10. This senior plans to continue their studies in Canada.

13. This senior was the SSLC Vice President their junior year of high

school at HFA.

15. This senior has a twin.

18. This senior plans to attend college in Florida.

Across
1. This senior played on the basketball team before

they began attending HFA.

5. This senior is the president of the Newspaper Club.

10. This senior has a parent teaching at HFA.

11. This senior plays rugby.

12. This senior is one of the girl's varsity basketball

team captains.

14. This senior is the president of the Ambassadors

Club and the Yearbook Club.

16. This senior loves to dance.

17. This senior is one of the boys' varsity basketball

team captains.

19. This senior wants to study abroad.

Down

Senior Crossword
H O L Y  F A M I L Y  A C A D E M Y
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Senior Memories
and words of wisdom

"At my time at HFA, there seems to have never really been a dull moment. Every day seemed to

hold some new weird story. One of my favorite memories would have to be this year’s “single

committee” meeting. Being at a school where there’s always something new and exciting has

really been one of my favorite parts about HFA. I’m so glad that I was able to bond and connect

with so many people in the school, and I hope the future of HFA holds good things for you all!"

Pauline Aluko '20

"How one perceives and understands their reality is a reflection of their attitude and actions

towards their life. One is only able to withstand the calamities of Life by first setting the proper

foundation of a true perspective. Take risks, push past your limits, throw yourself outside your

comfort zone, lead others, and never lose sight of your raw potential and vision."

Jerome Syverson '20

"Take strength from prayer. Trust that God will guide you through whatever problems you face.

Do this and you may see a great improvement in your life and the lives of those who have to

interact with you. But, I mean, what do I know. You can do what you want."

Francis Vicinanzo '20

"Notice how our teachers ask us how we are doing every day and how Mr. Gillis would open the

door for us during the chilly winter months. Notice how they encourage growth in our faith,

personal lives, and even our friendships. Take advantage of this opportunity [at HFA] and strive to

do your best surrounded by people who will always be there to support you."

Anna Mark '20



"Some of my favorite memories include endless hilarious Dr. Mosley quotes (“I don’t know”

and “bully for you” are two of the most iconic), listening to new songs with Mr. Forrester

was always the best time, the time we went to McDonalds with Mr. Dobbs, and the first

time the HFA lady griffins won the championship back in 7th grade. "

Julianna Rival '20

"Don't take life to seriously and live in the moment and forget the past. Don't wish your

life away because it'll go by too fast as it is. Keep the faith alive in every aspect of your

life and pray daily for patience and kindness. And a final statement of encouragement, do

not carry a printer up the stairs on your first day and split your pants."

Thomas Peterson '20

"The first letter of acceptance you get from a college will make everything worth it... Enjoy this

time, it is overwhelming and hard but so many amazing things come out of it if you let it. Enjoy

every first day of school, every dance, every spirit week, every inside joke with your friends,

every class period that gets off track, every exam because you are one day closer to graduation,

every basketball or soccer game. The best advice I could give to anyone who is where you all are,

is to be grateful and enjoy everything because before you know it, it’ll be over."

"Take the time to involve yourself in the school. Not only will you help the school for the better,

but you will also make many wonderful memories to go along with it. Some of my favorite

memories include bringing in Ice Cream from Blake's when I first joined the school, helping to run

the school store during all of the Fiddler on the Roof Performances, and even putting together

ideas for decorations for the school dances and seeing it all come together in the end. Holy Family

Academy is a school of service, and once you put the time in to do these acts of service, you will

find yourself truly enjoying your time at HFA."

Emily Hubbard '20

"My favorite memories at the academy are the Camp Fatima orientations, spirit weeks, and

wasting class time to go to Dunkins' or debate pronunciation of words. My advice to younger

students would be to make the most of your time at HFA. There were plenty of days when I wanted

to be anywhere but school but now, I would give anything to be back in those halls."

Elena Rennie'20



2020TO THE
CLASS OF
I want to tell you how much I miss seeing your faces in the halls at Holy Family Academy.  

 

I really miss dodging the 7th & 8th grade boys (You know who they are…) playing tag in the halls at break!

 

      Pauline, Maya, Meghan, Christopher, Catriona, Cecilia, Emily, Macie, Anna, Sarah, Grace, Tom, Elena, Jules,

Yosefina, Heidi, Francis, Lillian, Jerome & Evan….I know this year was not like ANYTHING you envisioned but I

can tell you right now that this like any obstacle or suffering we encounter can truly draw you closer to

Christ. His plan for you might not be so clear. Even now as I write this, there are a great many unknowns in

my own life.  What this time has forced us to do is to focus on today, on living in the present moment to do

His will. That mostly has meant being with your family on a very intimate basis. Community living requires

sacrifice and sacrifice requires love.  But if you have love, if you have true Christ-like love that endeavors to

die to oneself to serve others you are ahead of the game.  Our whole lives require this. Whether you are a

nurse, parent, priest, teacher, electrician, lawyer, accountant...name any profession. You will need to

discipline yourself to serve others. If you try and do these things in His name then you will sanctify your

actions and those around you and you will experience love and joy.

        Does it mean it will be easy? Absolutely not! But Class of 2020

you were born into this century for a reason, what stories you will

be able to tell your Grandchildren. You are living through a

pandemic like no other. Reflect on this and do not waste your

suffering, your heartache, your disappointments. Offer them to

Our Lord and He will transform them into something beautiful and

good. Between your parents, your family, and your education here

at Holy Family Academy you are equipped to handle this suffering

Our Lord has given you. So be joyful and confident as you go about

your life trying to do His will in ALL your daily actions.

Love,
Mrs. Williams

I leave you with this quote from one of my favorite saints:



 His son! 

 Short!

 The third door. Great white sharks can only live three

months without food!

 The letter M!

 ITS. The complete sequence is the first letter of every

word in the sentence!

 Whatever color your hair is!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Mrs. Niemasyzk

Allie Pope

Simon Rouillard

Catherine Sweeney

Evan Swope

Jacinta Swope

 

All rights reserved.

Hannah DePuydt

Meghan DePuydt

Nathan Donovan

Catriona Fahey

Cecilia Gillis

Patrick Gillis

Will Hardister

 

A special thank you to all those who helped put this edition together.
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Anna Mark
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Maggie McGee

Adam Milus

DJ Templeton

Yaya Templeton

Lilly Williams

Paul Williams

Rose Williams

Jack Vicinanzo

Answer key to the brainteasers:Answer key to the brainteasers:

I love quotes. My desk is surrounded by quotes that help me get through my work. Perhaps

some will help you, too. One says, "Let us then be up and doing with a heart for any fate."

(Longfellow) Another reads, "Do what you can with what you have where you are." (Roosevelt)

And a third, and probably the most helpful to me when I feel overwhelmed, "Dude, suckin' at

something is the first step towards being sorta good at something."  You guys have done much

better than "sorta good" at this distance learning. I'm impressed by your perseverance and your

joy. I love seeing your faces in zoom, and I can't wait until I get to see them all in person! 

Love, Mrs. Misley


